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Description

NEW ZELAND: The government is your “single source of truth“, according to New Zealand 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern, who accounced that “unless you hear it from us, it’s not truth.“

According to far-left Ardern, citizens must “dismiss anything else” they hear, unless it was issued by
the government.

New Zealand Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern:

"We will continue to be your single source of truth… Unless you hear it from us it is not the
truth."pic.twitter.com/WV7ZfdP2RR

— Daily Wire (@realDailyWire) July 25, 2022

Jacinda Arden has been left reeling after New Zealand police look set to launch a possible probe into
the unusually high number of deaths that have occurred since Covid jabs were rolled out across the
country.

As we reported last week, medical professionals across New Zealand have penned a formal letter to
police requesting that an official investigation is opened into the jab-related deaths.

An unredacted version of the letter from the New Zealand Doctors Speaking Out With Science
(NZDSOS) is being prepared for the police.

“There is a shockingly large burden of deaths and injuries following the Covid-19 vaccines, of itself and
compared to any other treatment or vaccine in modern times,” NZDSOS said in a statement.

“We report many cases that DEMAND proper investigation, as befits any medication lacking safety
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studies.”

“Our surveillance systems have been disabled in order to hide the extent of harm. Adverse event
reporting is NOT COMPULSORY, and this alone undermines any attempt to portray the injections as
safe. CARM was never designed to early warn about experimental drugs rolled out to massive
numbers,” NZDSOS stated.

“Children and young people are dying and suffering particularly cardiac injuries (though many healthy
elderly have died too), whilst their risk from covid-19 is particularly low. We believe we are being lied
to. We present many cases halfway down this post,” the letter added.

“We appeal AGAIN to the Police, headed by Andrew Coster, and our MPs, to intervene to protect the
People,” the letter asked.

“There is an evolving humanitarian crisis, and the government, Police, vaccine industry and most
doctors are lost at sea. For God’s sake, people, let’s make our Police and MPs put a stop to this now!”

by Baxter Dmitry 
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